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INSIDE THIS ISSUE
TRIP REPORTS
●
Simpson Desert? Not quite. - by John Pyle
●
3 Days in Abercrombie - by Mike Burcher
●
Ulladulla Whales to Bendethera - by Mark Sieler
●
Xmas Party Exploratory, 2010 - by Stuart Millburn
FEATURES
●
New Family Membership By-Law update
●
Letter to the Editor: Class B Toll Charges from Mal Chandler.
●
Members for sale items: GME AE4018BK1, Equip4x4 Shovel kit.
●
Driver of the month - Graeme Hills, and Members Profile - Peter Graham.
●
Safety Corner - First Aid Kits, suitability and reprovisioning.
●
Handy References - Vehicle Recovery suggestions.
●
Campfires and Firewood - The good, the bad and the options.
●
Food for the Track - Egg and Bacon Damper by Kirsten Sommerville.
●
Event news: Drive4Life, Drovers Run, Lions Car Show.
REGULAR UPDATES
●
Committee Reports from Joc, Brad, Harold, Paul, Ricky, Steve, Brian and Kathy.
●
Club Shop. Clothes and other items for sale, with links to purchase them online.
●
Trip Leading Information, Verbal Presentation Guide, Written Report Guide.

Front Cover photo:
Graeme Hills’ and Kath Sewell’s Ford Ranger with Active
Camper, taken at the May Driver Training Weekend by Ricky
Morales. See Member’s Profile in this issue.
Back Cover photo:
Aimee Nicolls 80 Series snapped at May Driver Training
Weekend by Ricky Morales.
Please support our Club sponsors. Give them a chance to quote the best price. Where a discount is available
it will be offered on production of your Membership card.

The All Wheel Drive Club of Sydney acknowledges the Traditional Owners of country throughout
Australia and recognise their continuing connection to land, waters, and culture. We pay our respects to
their Elders past, present and emerging.
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CLUB MEETINGS
Are normally held at 7.30pm on the second
Tuesday of each month at Club Belrose, 146
Forest Way, Belrose NSW 2085
Bistro meals are available prior to the meeting.
VISITORS ARE WELCOME.
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Are normally held at 7:30pm on the fourth
Wednesday of each month. Members who
wish to attend should contact the President or
Secretary to confirm the date and venue.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Is normally held in conjunction with the
October Club Meeting.
MEMBERSHIP FINANCIAL YEAR
Runs from 1 July to 30 June.
CHARITIES FOR YEAR 2021/2022
Raffle ticket sales and fines levied by the
Sergeant-at-Arms for misdemeanours (real or
imagined) will be divided between the
following charities this year:

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEMBERS
President - president@awdc.com.au
Joc Mannes | 0420 560 104
Vice President - vicepresident@awdc.com.au
Brad Paull | 0418 251 553
Secretary - secretary@awdc.com.au
Harold Zev | 0425 322 072
Treasurer - treasurer@awdc.com.au
Paul Brennan | 0416 036 226
Trip Co-ordinator - trips@awdc.com.au
Katy Cox | 0421 921553
Editor - editor@awdc.com.au
Doug Stewart | 0439 619 230
Membership Registrar - membership@awdc.com.au
Jacky Bayliss | 0428 630 175
Training Officer - drivertraining@awdc.com.au
Steve Cox | 0416 769 634
Webmaster - webmaster@awdc.com.au
Brian Sommerville | 0408 281 734
Social Committee Rep - social@awdc.com.au
Kathy Sewell | 0414 637 421

GENERAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Assistant Trip Co-ordinator - trips@awdc.com.au
Ricky Morales | 0418 425 187
Assistant Editor - editor@awdc.com.au
Kirsten Sommerville | 0415 281 734
Assistant Training Officer - drivertraining@awdc.com.au
David Knight | 0418 744 200
Association Rep - association@awdc.com.au
Mark Kortink | 0408 458 843
Purchasing Officer - shop@awdc.com.au
Warwick Britton | 0478 140 413
Quartermaster - quartermaster@awdc.com.au
Joc Mannes | 0420 560 104
Raffle Officer - raffle@awdc.com.au
Jenny DeZwart | 0417 442 393

LIFE MEMBERS
• Kevin Couter
• Steve Dalli
• Sue Dutfield
• Neil Follett

Sergeant-at-Arms - sergeant@awdc.com.au
Chris Walker | 0407 314 543

• Steve Hedges
• Brian Mitchell
• Brian Sommerville
• Harold Zev

Social Sub-committee rep - social@awdc.com.au
Sandra Parkin | 0416 245 928
Social Sub-committee rep - social@awdc.com.au
Jenny DeZwart | 0417 442 393
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FROM THE EDITOR
Doug Stewart
Wow, another month has passed by and it is again
time to catch up with this month’s magazine. Grab a
coffee and find somewhere dry to read it.
Ricky Morales stays well ahead in the photo stakes,
scoring yet more front and rear cover shots. Well
done Ricky. Who wants to take him on?
There are 4 trip reports, including an historic item
from 12 years ago. Note the period safety footwear
worn during the rock rolling on the trip (see photo).
We have two members’ profiles which again make
really interesting reading. Thanks Graeme and Peter.

Trip reports, general interest articles and
photos can be sent to

editor@awdc.com.au
Closing date for next magazine is

LAST DAY OF THE CURRENT MONTH

I’m happy to report the Prado was sold into the club
last month and the fridge slide was also snapped up.
Let me know of items YOU have to Buy, Swap or Sell.
Shameless plug here for the For Sale page which has
two unused items from me, at less than half price.
See you out travelling somewhere,
Doug

This magazine is printed solely for the benefit of our
members and any article appearing may be wholly or
partially fictitious. Therefore, nothing printed herein
should be construed as a true interpretation of the Club,
its members or their activities.
Images attributed to article authors or club members.
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PRESIDENT REPORT
Joc Mannes
Hi There!
As I write it is chucking it down. In the UK there is a saying “nice weather
for ducks”, I’m not so sure. Those of us fortunate enough not to have
ducks floating past our windows aren’t complaining.
The winter solstice has come and gone but there is still time for a few more sub-zero camping trips.
Trips are still trickling in but we can always do with more. I can’t remember the last trip that was
empty, ok that was because I wasn’t on it either. Members are up to all sorts at the moment. Crawling
around WW2 bunkers, playing with red mud in the NT and the ever reliable yomp around Newnes.
The next big bash is on October 28/29/30 at Rydal showground. The National 4X4 show is in a couple
of weeks time.
Thanks go to our sponsors who are again supporting us for 2022. Find their adverts in this magazine.
Mention the AWDC for a discount when you support them in return.
Our new family membership initiative (see elsewhere in mag) has already attracted two Tobys and a
Kye. Welcome also Al. So far 270 of us have renewed and 92 have still to do so. When you renew take
a moment to read the code of conduct which now forms part of our club guidelines. All common
sense along with some handy reference lists available too.
Along with our increasing numbers, we now have two AEDs
(defibrillators) and two Sat Phones for use on trips with no
costs. The Sat Phones do not even require any fee to dial 000.
Another first aid course is being organised too.
I am still answering any membership enquiries whilst Jacky is
on her lap of OZ until Sept.
Stay Safe, Have Fun and Look Out For Each Other.
See you at Belrose or on the tracks ………. Joc
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VICE PRESIDENT REPORT
Brad Paull

Hi everyone,
Thanks very much to John Rinaldo who gave a great talk last meeting about “The Drovers Run”
event that he completed in 2019. There is information about the 2022 event later in this magazine.
This month at the meeting our speaker is another member, Kirsten Sommerville, who is talking
about the reasons why “partners” should complete our club driver training. There are many
benefits to have a second trained driver available to drive on a trip.
I am always interested to hear from members who have ideas of what we should have in our
meetings, topics they are interested in, or guest speaker suggestions.
I am looking forward to catching up with you all at Club Belrose for our July meeting on Tuesday
12th July.
Thanks,
Brad Paull
vicepresident@awdc.com.au
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SECRETARY
Harold Zev
Hi all,
Thanks to Trevor Press who will be taking minutes at the July General
Meeting in my absence.

This news item is reprinted from Mr4x4.com.au as a service to members.

The Canning Stock Route is set to reopen!
After more than two years closed, the iconic Canning Stock Route (CSR) is finally open to the public. Famous as one
of the most remote 4×4 tracks in the world, the route snakes its way from Halls Creek in Western Australia’s north,
right down to Wiluna 1,850km to the south. Like most of Australia, the iconic route was closed in March 2020 due
to Covid-19. Fears of the virus affecting the remote communities along its length prompting quick action.
Members of Kuju Wangka, the committee in charge of managing the route, have recently made the decision to
re-open to the wider community. Although with nearly three full seasons of travel to the area missed there’s a few
things to consider before loading up the 4×4 and heading west. There’s been very little vehicle travel so expect not
only erosion and overgrowth, but factor in time for slow going, breakages, and increased fuel consumption as a
result. New travellers should also be aware you’re in charge of your own safety, that means fuel supplies, food and
a rescue plan if you come unstuck. Kuju Wangka recommends travellers new to the route seek advice from
experienced travellers about the unique challenges.
Travellers can expect to pay $195 for a permit. That’ll cover typical 4x4s. Trailers are an additional $100 and not
recommended. And you’ll need to pony up $385 if you’re planning on using a light truck.
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Correspondence to: PO Box 82, Roseville NSW 2069. Or secretary@awdc.com.au

MINUTES OF A GENERAL MEETING OF MEMBERS
Held on Tuesday 14th June 2022
MEETING OPENED at 7.30pm – Club Belrose, Belrose NSW
CHAIR: Joc Mannes, President
SECRETARY / MINUTES: Harold Zev
ATTENDANCE BOOK
●

T
F

As per attendance register and visitors’ names were recorded.

APOLOGIES: Doug Stewart, Paul Brennan, James and Jacky Bayliss.
VISITORS: John Kelly – 2007 Prado and T Van
Guillaume Poulet – 2005 Prado
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING of 12th April 2022
MOVED BY: Steve Cox

A
R

SECONDED BY: Kim Millburn

PRESIDENT’S REPORT:
Joc Mannes
●
Promoted the National 4x4 Show to be held 22-24 July
●
40th Anniversary 2024 – Looking for volunteers to join the organising committee

VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Brad Paull
●
Introduced John Rinaldo who gave a presentation on the 2019 Westpac Drovers Run.
●
John thanked the club and members who contributed to this fund raising event.

D

SECRETARY’S REPORT
Harold Zev
●
Promoted the Lions club of Berowra Classic Car and 4x4 show to be run in August.
TREASURER’S REPORT
Paul Brennan (absent)
●
$2,635 raised to date for club charities
MEMBERSHIP REGISTRAR’S REPORT

Jacky Bayliss (absent)

EDITOR’S REPORT:
Doug Stewart (absent)
●
Thanks to Doug for a good magazine with good trip reports
4WD DRIVER TRAINING OFFICER’S REPORT
Steve Cox
●
7 members on May Driver Training. June DT is full. 1 spot available in August
TRIP CO-ORDINATOR’S REPORT
Katy Cox (absent)
●
Ricky Morales presented report on behalf of Katy Cox – as per calendar.
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TRIP REPORT:
●
Bradley Field presented Driver Training (21-22 May 2022) report
WEBMASTER:
●

Brian Sommerville

Membership invoices have gone out. Members need to be financial after 1 July to go
on club trips.

SOCIAL COMMITTEE:
Kathy Sewell
●
Not many members joined the social picnic at Roseville
●
Next social picnic planned for May 2023
●
Christmas party dinner at St Ives on 19 November 2022
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS:

T
F

Chris Walker collected monies for club charities

GENERAL BUSINESS:
●
Members invited to submit online comments on the proposed Gardens of Stone
Master plan
●
Trevor Press to take minutes of July General Meeting in Harold Zev’s absence
RAFFLE:

A
R

Prize 1: Wine to Toby Simmons
Prize 2: Cryovac sealer to Dave Knight (Donated by John and Rebecca Rinaldo)

DRIVER OF THE MONTH AWARD
Presented to Graeme Hills

D

MEETING CLOSED at 8.55pm

NEXT MEETING - The next meeting to be held Tuesday 12th July 2022 at Club Belrose
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TREASURER REPORT
Paul Brennan
Finishing 2021-22, the club is financially strong and following is an
update of our financial position as of the end of last month.
●
●

Cash at bank $23,152
Term deposit $45,124

Last month we only received 1 new membership, but we did have 182 member renewals. We received
$800 from our generous Club sponsors - GPSOZ and Berrima Diesel.
Outgoings of $1,248 included meeting raffle prizes $110 and driver training costs $824.
We are still holding deposits for the Chainsaw Workshop which will hopefully be held in Aug/Sep. Other
deposits include the Muogamarra Bird Gully trip and the Social Campout Weekend in Rydal.
We do have $2,958 in raffles and fines that will go towards our three club charities this year.
I will publish the 2021-22 Financials next month. If there are any queries on the financials, please do not
hesitate to contact me at treasurer@awdc.com.au
Stay safe and until next month …
Paul
TREASURER 2022
TREASURER 2021
TREASURER 2020
TLOTY 2019
SWAGMAN 2015

Fines Advice:
Whoever keeps “donating” these into the
Fines Box needs to cough up some proper
AUD$ at the next meeting! The ATM
doesn’t offer a FX conversion facility.

A bit wet on the way to Mt Walker, May 2022
Intrepid trainees at the March Driver Training. Snapped by Ricky Morales
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ASSISTANT TRIP CO-ORDINATOR REPORT
Ricky Morales

In the absence of my illustrious leader (Katy) who is currently visiting family in "old blighty" (or
taking a well earned break from Steve) it falls upon me to write something for the magazine.
There are no new weekend trips on the calendar at the moment, so as in previous reports we are
in need of more trip leaders.
The Zig Zag / Baal Bone trip headed by Steve and me this coming weekend has unfortunately
been postponed due to weather and track conditions to the weekend of 30-31 July.
Joc’s B Grade trip Newnes/Lidsdale weekend (16-17 July) still has two spots available.
There is also now one spot available on the Simpson Desert Trip W to E, starting from Alice
Springs, from 2-11 September led by Doug Stewart. Please contact Doug directly if you are
interested.
Lastly Joc’s Club Social Campout Weekend at Rydal Showground is now open for registrations.
Looks like a great weekend to relax and socialise with current and new members. I am sure some
people will put their hands up to lead some day trips to accommodate all levels of ability from
social to B grade, Merelyn and I will be there and look forward to catching up with friends.
For any questions please contact me via trips@awdc.com.au.
Ricky
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TRIP CALENDAR
See website for full details of each trip
Click on any trip below to go to our Trip Calendar where you can see further
information or register. In the calendar GREEN trips have places left so you
can register. But also register on the RED wait lists in case others pull out.
July 2022

August 2022

September 2022

Jul 12 Club Meeting July

Aug 05 EOI Madigan Line... 5-20 Aug.

Jul 16 Newnes / Lidsdale B Grade with
Joc... 16-17 July... Opens 4 June

Aug 09 Club Meeting August

Sep 02 Simpson - W to E... 2-11 Sept.
One space left.

Aug 12 Simpson - Hay River... 12-30 Aug
… FULL

Sep 03 Sunny and Dark Corners C with
Mark... 3-4 Sept... Opens 23 July

Aug 13 Capertee / Turon / Sunny Corner
Mystery Leader Trip (with Neil)...
13-14 Aug... FULL

Sep 09 Sydney 4WD and Adventure Show
2022

Aug 20 Muogamarra Bird Gully... 20 Aug.

Sep 13 Club Meeting September

Aug 23 Driver Training Theory August

Sep 17 Zig Zag / Baal Bone Mystery
Leader... 17-18 Sept... Opens 17 July

Jul 22 National 4X4 Show
2022***HELPERS***
Jul 24 Kosciuszko NP Traverse... 24-31
July... Open now
Jul 30 Zig Zag / Baal Bone Mystery Leader
with Steve and Ricky... postponed to
30-31 July.

Aug 27 Driver Training
Practical.........register here

Sep 12 Drive4Life Charity Event

Sep 24 Bells Line Day Out... More Info TBA

Aug 27 Simpson / The Gulf / Cape York...
27 Aug - 3 Oct
October 2022

November 2022

December 2022

Oct 01 West of Barrington C with Mark...
1-3 Oct... Opens 1 Aug

Nov 01 Driver Training Theory October

Dec 03 Driver Training
Practical.........register here

Oct 01 West of Barrington C with James...
1-3 Oct... Opens 1 Aug

Nov 05 Driver Training
Practical.........register here
Nov 08 Club Meeting November

Oct 01 West of Barrington C Group 3... 1-3
Oct... Opens 1 Aug

Nov 12 Abercrombie C with Mark... 12-13
Nov... Opens 1 Oct

Oct 11 AGM Club Meeting

Nov 19 AWDC Christmas Party 2022...
Open

Oct 15 Newnes Plateau Mystery Leader
Trip... 15-16 Oct... Opens 20 Aug
Oct 28 Club Social Campout Weekend

Nov 26 Capertee / Turon / Sunny Corner
Mystery Leader Trip... 26-27 Nov...
Opens 26 Sept

Dec 10 Abercrombie / Kanangra Walls
Mystery Leader Trip... 10-11 Dec...
Opens 10 Oct
Dec 13 Club Meeting December

2024
May 14 EOI Oombulgurri / Carson
River Track... 14-28 May 2024...Open
now

Nov 29 Driver Training Theory December
January 2023

February 2023

March 2023

Tassie sunset 2018, snapped by Ricky Morales
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TRIP GRADINGS
All Wheel Drive Club
Grade A – Extremely Difficult
Suitable for very experienced drivers who want a
challenging trip with extreme track conditions. Vehicles
must be equipped with suitable modifications such as
snorkel, high ground clearance, significant wheel
articulation, oversized tyres and at least one diff locker.
Both driver and vehicle must be prepared to handle
situations that test their ability. Specialised recovery
equipment may be required.
Grade B – Moderate to Difficult
Suitable for experienced drivers only. Vehicles to have
increased ground clearance and wheel articulation. May
involve very steep hills, large washaways, mud, rock steps,
deep ruts, soft sand, difficult creek crossings, deep bog
holes and deep snow which may involve winching and
other specialised recoveries. Both driver and vehicle must
have the ability to handle situations.

As approved by the AWDC
Committee 27th August 2009

Grade C – Moderate
Suitable for experienced drivers with unmodified vehicles,
may involve soft sand, steep hills, washaways, bog holes,
ruts, mud, snow, slippery tracks and deeper creek crossings.
Grade D – Relatively Easy
Suitable for all Club vehicles. May involve sand, mud, forest
tracks, moderate hills and shallow creeks.
Grade E – Very Easy / Social
Little or no four wheel driving involved, driving on unsealed
roads. Trips usually designed for touring, camping and
social events. May involve easy to get to base camp then
optional four wheel driving from there.
Grade X – Exploratory
Exploratory, generally suitable for experienced drivers as
the degree of difficulty is often unknown. Enquire with the
Trip Leader.
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DRIVER TRAINER REPORT
Steve Cox

27/28 August (That river will be COLD)
NEXT (SCHEDULED) DRIVER TRAINING WEEKEND

Greetings,
Just a quick report from me this month.
Luckily we got in before the rain started again. We had a fantastic group of trainees come through in
July. All the trainees seemed to gel and that always makes for a fun weekend. It also makes for a lot of
photos - over 650 pictures have been uploaded to our google photos file that Ricky sets up for the
different groups!
Unfortunately we have had to postpone our Baal Bone trip that quite a few newly trained drivers
were going to come along for, fingers crossed this rain stops so we can get back out on the tracks
without doing a lot of damage to them.
For those new members that are thinking about doing their training, get your names in quick as spots
are filling up.
If you are unsure of your vehicles recovery points or any other issues that you think is holding you
back from doing the training, give me a buzz and I’m sure we can work them out.
See you soon,

Steve Cox
0416 769 634

TRAINING BOOKINGS:
Please log onto the website, go
the calendar and book yourself
in. There is a minimum of 4
vehicles to run driver training
and a maximum of 8.
A theory night is held on the
Tuesday prior to the weekend
starting at 7:30pm.
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WEBMASTER REPORT
Brian Sommerville
Hi All,
By now you should have received your annual club membership
renewal notice via email. If you haven’t, drop me an email at
webmaster@awdc.com.au. It looks like over 70% of members have
renewed already, which is great news.
Doug Stewart (editor) has been busy creating three handy reference documents, now available in
the Members Lounge, first page you get to after logging in:
●
●
●

UHF Radio Reference Guide
Daily Vehicle Checklist
In Case of an Accident

All feedback welcome and if you have anything else you would like to contribute to the website
please send it to me.
The Club’s By-Laws have been updated to include a new membership category: “Family”. Further
information elsewhere in the magazine.
And the new 300 has finally got some mud on it!
Cheers
Brian
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE REPORT
Kathy Sewell
Hi all,
The Hornby Lighthouse and Tunnel Tour at South Head on 19 June was
an interesting outing that the weather gods deigned to look kindly upon.
The tour covered the history of the tunnels and their part in the defence
of Sydney from 1870’s until WWII. The tour was followed by lunch at
Doyle’s. A big thank you to Sandra for leading this outing.
A couple of dates for your diary:
●
●

The Bilpin Day (as I’m going to call it) on 24 September will be a tour of a waratah
garden/nursery and a lunch/cidery visit after (or whatever people might like).
Saturday evening 19th November - the AWDC Christmas Party. YEEHAAAAW !! Get your party
boots on! More information on format and theme will be provided in the coming months.

Here’s some great photos of the South Head Lighthouse and Tunnel outing (thanks Sandra).
Cheers,
Kath

(Photos from Facebook)

Tassie. January 2020
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Family Membership - a new way to join.
Management Committee

A proposal was tabled at the May Management Committee meeting to discuss ways of
expanding club membership to more easily include young adults. Especially those of
existing club members. Brad Paull suggested a new category focusing on dependent
children of existing club members. After quite some discussion the committee has
created a new category, “Family Membership”. In summary:
●

●
●
●

A dual membership can add one or more dependants for a fixed, one-off fee of
$120 per person (equivalent to the joining fee). No annual fees are payable for
the individual.
Dependants must be between 17 and 21 years of age inclusive.
Dependants will be offered single membership, on 1st July, following their 22nd
birthday,
They do not need to own their own 4WD.

Bottom line, we wanted to offer non financially independent family members the
ability to do driving training and enjoy the outdoors without having the burden of
joining fees and repeating annual fees. Makes a great 18th birthday present!
To support this, ByLaw 32 f) has been created:
32. f)

Family Membership is available as an option to dual members
allowing their dependent(s), aged between 17 and 21, to join
the club. A one time fee, with no annual fee, is payable per
dependent. On the 30th June, following the date of the
dependent's 22nd birthday, the dependent can convert to a
single membership.

That’s It.
2021/22 Committee
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Letter to the Editor
Class B Road Tolls? What?? - Mal Chandler

8 June, 2022.
Hi Joc,
I thought I should raise something with you that has been bugging me for some time.
The M2 has been charging me Class B road tolls for at least 2 years using automatic vehicle
recognition technology and ignoring the vehicle registered details and the tag information. My car is
a standard 150 Prado, just with a bull bar and roof racks like many other AWDC members, even you!
Recently I spat the dummy, not really, about my personal overcharges (which have all been
refunded, well over $100 so far) but because they are likely sticking it to everyone, and few notice
because toll statements are cryptic documents. I’ve engaged the Road Tolling Ombudsman, I also
wrote to the Shadow Minister for Roads and the Minister for Roads. Predictably the only person
interested is the Shadow Minister.
What I am demanding from Transurban is that they check every Class B vehicle charge where it was
done contrary to the vehicles registered classification. Where they have incorrectly billed a motorist
I want them to refund the motorist and fix the problem from occurring moving forward. They are
refusing to do this.
Can I ask that at the next meeting you raise the matter to the membership, and suggest that if they
are being overcharged then they should firstly report it and get their money refunded but also they
should let me know so I can demonstrate to the shadow minister that my case is not unique.
Cheers,
Mal Chandler
mchandler@techtel.com.au

Toll pricing
Source (6/7/22): Transurban Linkt M2 Page
The Hills M2 is electronically tolled. Toll prices for the Hills M2 are based on:
●
the number of toll points you pass along the motorway
●
your vehicle class
Vehicle classes
●
Class A
○
Vehicles 2.8 metres or less in height and 12.5
metres or less in length.
○
Typically, these vehicles are cars and
motorcycles.
○
Also referred to as Class 2 or CAR.
●
Class B
○
All other vehicles.
○
Typically, these vehicles are trucks, heavy
vehicles, and can include larger items being
towed depending on the overall dimensions.
○
Also referred to as Class 4 or HCV.

Toll Point

Class A

Class B

Windsor Road

$3.09

$9.28

Pennant Hills Road

$4.37

$13.11

Herring and Christie Roads

$4.37

$13.10

North Ryde (mainline)

$8.75

$26.22

Lane Cove Road on-ramp

$2.59

$7.76

M2-NCX

$4.37

$13.11
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FOR SALE BY MEMBERS
GME UHF Antenna (AE4018BK1)
For sale to members for $85 (recommended retail price is currently $175).
Great all round antenna. New, never installed antenna, base and lead. Includes:
●
6.6dBi Antenna Whip (AE4018B)
●
Elevated-Feed Base & Lead Assembly (ABL017B)
●
Medium Duty Spring (AS002B)
●
FME -> PL259 Adaptor (AD503)
Suitable for UHF radios with either an FME or SO239 connector. Antenna height is
97cm above mount, and comes in two parts, which are screwed together. The
mount is also compatible with GME AE4002 2.1dBi whip which is only 15cm long.
Contact Doug Stewart: 0439 619 230

4x4 Equip
Combo Shovel Ultimate
For sale to members for $45
(RRP > $100 but they are hard to find).
New, never used shovel kit. Get a long
and a short shovel in one. Easy to
store in your vehicle. Includes:
●
Square mouth shovel
●
Long straight handle option
●
“D” handle option
●
Heavy duty PVC storage bag
This is the “ultimate” model with 304
stainless steel screw joiner.
Contact Doug Stewart: 0439 619 230
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Simpson Desert? Not quite

29 April to 3 May 2022

- John Pyle (Discovery 4) Trip Leader & Author;
- David Bentley (Ford Ranger);
- Ray & Janine Humphries (Mazda BT50);
- Nino & Beatrice Lamaro (Toyota 200);
- Keely Wennink (Range Rover Sport);
- Stephen Wood (Ford Ranger).
Photos: John Pyle, David Bentley & Ray
Humphries.
The trip that never was.
The plan was to begin in Birdsville on the 3rd
of May with a play day on Big Red.

Today we really put in some major miles: we
travelled via Nyngan and Bourke all the way to
Quilpie! On the way we checked out the Big
Bogan in Nyngan. Travelling through Bourke
we visited the famous and historic Crossley
Steam Engine.

Unfortunately, we were unable to make
Birdsville owing to a flooded, and rising,
Cooper Creek.
I was delayed in starting due to on-the-fly
alterations to my vehicle.
I, and my trusty sidekick Al, left Sydney at
midday on the 29th of April.
We stayed the first night in a hotel in Dubbo
because we arrived late and were tired. This
turned out to be fortunate as the next
morning we awoke to rain.
On Saturday the 30th of April we were
awakened at 4 a.m. by the council cleaning
the streets outside our bedroom window! By
the time we had packed and retrieved the car
the rain was substantial.
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Simpson Desert? Not quite
We were on a roll, so we powered up the steed
left Bourke and proceeded to Quilpie where
we met up with another group member, David,
and camped at The Lake (Lake Houdraman).
The next day, the 1st of May, we headed for
Birdsville. Along the way we met with other
trip participants, Janine, Ray, Beatrice and Nino
and were only 27 kilometres short of Windorah
where we encountered the flood.
We were able to traverse the first flooded
channel, however the second was about a
metre deep, flowing fast, and I could not see
the end.

The bake-off winner is …

Game (trip) over.
We did try to find a way around by driving a
short distance up the Hammond Downs Road
until we could see the water in the distance.
We then proceeded back to the flooded
Lignum Channel, which had risen in the brief
time we were away.
I returned to The Lake to access the phone
network and try to find a way around. Al and I
stayed in the shearer’s quarters for the night.
The rest of the party decided to camp close to
the flooded channel at a rest stop on the
Quilpie to Windorah Road.

Just relaxing at The Lake. Nothing else to do.

The only way around was to go via Longreach
then down into Birdsville via Winton, Boulia,
then Bedourie.
The next day, the 2nd of May, Al and I
wandered around Quilpie trying to find some
positive news or another way to get to
Birdsville.
The other members of the party returned
while Al and I were enjoying a pie at the
Quilpie bakery.
We discussed going via the long route, about
1600 km, then decided to call the trip off.
We all camped at The Lake for the night where
a damper off was conducted, Janine’s won,
because mine was badly burnt at the base.
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Last day at The Lake

Simpson Desert? Not quite
The next day, the 3rd of May, we all departed
for various destinations.
Al, David, and I decided to head for Broken Hill
and proceeded to Ourimperee Waterhole in
Currawinya National Park just north of
Hungerford Gate, where we camped for the
night.
The next day we reached Hungerford, only to
be advised most of the roads that would take
us south and west to Broken Hill were closed.

Day 1. Cooper Creek - Channels 10km.

That was it, we decided to head for home!
On the way we camped at Byrock - and then
at the Terarra Creek Camping and Picnic Area,
in Nangar National Park - and finally home.
Meanwhile Keely had made it to Birdsville!
She had arrived the day before we left
Quilpie. I believe she was able to play on Big
Red and went as far as Eyre creek.

Day 2. Water now significantly higher.

Sunset at The Lake
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3 Days in Abercrombie
Friday 28 to Sunday 30 May 2022

Silent Creek Camping Area
- Doug Stewart (Leader) & Graham (BT50);
- Malcolm James (Toyota Prado 120);
- Jun (Joel) Wang (Toyota Hilux);
- Mike (Author) & Sue Burcher (LC 200).
This trip travelled 167km from Oberon through
Abercrombie River National Park back to the air
up point at Abercrombie Road. The trip was an
excellent opportunity to try our hill climb and
descent skills along with a few creek/river
crossings. The roads were in good condition with
just a few ruts and washouts and plenty of loose
rock, but not wet and slippery. There were no
incidents.
Day one: Friday 27th May, we met outside the
Oberon Post Office for a 1000hrs start. Doug,
Joel and Malcolm had an early start and drove
out to Oberon that morning. However, Sue and
Mike stayed in Oberon the night before allowing
them a nice casual breakfast while the others
grabbed a quick bite and sourced coffees.
The day was cold, but clear and the sun was
pleasant. We were fed and watered by 0945hrs
so we headed off - west to Abercrombie Rd, turn
left at Black Springs then at Arkstone Rd we
turned right. At Emden Vale Rd we veered left,
then after 5 km we turned left at Abercrombie
Fire Trail following the sign to Abercrombie NP.

After a kilometre at 1048hrs we entered the
park where we aired down. Doug gave the team
briefing, allocating responsibilities. After 20mins
we mounted our mighty steeds to begin the real
part of the trip.
We were not sure what conditions we could
expect considering all the recent rain but luckily,
there had not been enough to cause any issues.
The tracks appeared to be nice and dry and poor
Malcolm as “Tail End Charlie” was copping all
the dust!
We followed Abercrombie Fire Trail, then
veered left on Retreat Fire Trail which we
followed for a couple of kilometres before we
turned right to The Sink Campground where we
stopped briefly at about 1120hrs. Doug said it
would become clear why it was called The Sink
Campground when we got there, but it was a bit
of a laugh to find an actual stainless steel double
sink mounted on some poles. We were
envisaging some kind of Sink Hole!!!
The roads so far were easy to manage, with
some steep inclines and declines along with
some large conservation humps. After 15
minutes we headed back and turned right on
the Retreat Fire Trail.
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3 Days in Abercrombie
Soon Retreat Fire Trail turned into Felled Timber
Rd and we came to the first river crossing, The
Retreat River. After checking, Doug decided to
cross. It was about 0.4m deep, with a little dip at
the other side which gave Doug’s tail a good
washing. At the sharp right turn exit Doug initially
struggled for traction, until he engaged his diff
lock. Thanks to auto transmissions, traction
control and watching Doug, the rest of us
followed easily.
Airing down
It is actually a sink!

We followed Felled Timber Rd past Gates Tunnel
Rd and turned left at Ledinghams Rd and down to
Ledinghams Hut for morning tea. We believe the
hut was originally a miners hut, considering the
channels around it, presumably bringing water
for separating gold.
After 30 minutes we returned to Felled Timber
Rd and turned left, following the trail for 2.8km,
and passed another track to the left. Then where
Felled Timber Rd veered left, we went straight
ahead to Licking Hole Creek for lunch. Another
pretty little spot, moving on after 50 minutes.
Continuing along Licking Hole Trail, over Licking
Hole Creek, then to Middle Trail where we turned
right. After 7.6km we turned right onto
Abercrombie Fire Trail for 2.9km, then near
Hickory Knob to our right, we turned a very sharp
left to head down to The Beach Campground.
This was a beautiful spot by the Abercrombie
River. Certainly, one to remember for future
camping.

Ledingham’s Hut
Parked at The Beach

We headed back, turning right at Abercrombie
Fire Trail, passed Middle Trail on our left to arrive
at Silent Creek. Even with all the rain, it was
literally 10cm or so deep as we crossed to Silent
Creek Campground.
We camped at the far corner, allowing plenty of
room for other campers should they turn up. The
weather had been kind to us all day, but it looked
ominous and about 5 minutes after awnings and
tents were set up, the heavens opened, raining
heavily. Doug’s tent leaked so he hastily installed
a tarp over the top.
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3 Days in Abercrombie
The rain continued on and off all night but
after dinner, during a break in the rain, we lit a
fire, consumed a little red, some port and
indulged in much discussion. A great night,
after a great day of driving!
Day two: Saturday 28th May, we awoke to a
very wet campground. We all survived but
Malcolm discovered that a “river” flowed
under his swag, so he relocated to higher
ground.
Today was a lay day where we were
considering a bushwalk along the creek.
However, with the low temperatures and
continuing rain, we all decided that coffee
sounded a better choice. Some of us climbed
to the top of the small hill to find a spectacular
view of the campground. Later that day we sat
around another fire, more red and port was
consumed and we all managed a good night
sleep.
Day 3: Sunday 29th After a night of rain
showers, we awoke to a rainless day.
Everything was quite wet, but we were packed
by 0930hrs ready for a group photo, before
leaving. We left the campground and after a
couple of hundred metres we turned right at
the fork up the hill. This was still Abercrombie
Fire Trail until we turned left on Silent Creek
Trail. We followed this, crossing Oaky Creek,
passing Black Belt Trail on the right, across
Back Creek and passed Quobleigh Trail also on
the right. We again went left and after 500m
came to Silent Creek stopping for 10 minutes
at a beautiful quiet campsite. This was noted
for future camping potential!
We followed our noses for another 3.8km and
turned left, not taking Tavern Creek Trail. We
travelled for 6km, turning left on Middle Trail
then right down to Licking Hole Creek Hut for
morning tea. The hut was just a few sheets of
galvanised iron sheeting but I suppose you
could call it a hut.
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3 Days in Abercrombie
We then continued on for 6.3km along Licking
Hole Trail, right at Felled Timber Road and left
on Claytons Trail. We inspected the Felled
Timber Creek crossing which was only a couple
of meters wide and not too deep, but it had a
couple of sharp rock ridges that we had to cross
slowly.
We followed Claytons Trail for 7km passing a
trail off to the left, crossing Timber Creek and
then back to Felled Timber Road. After a left
here we travelled 8.5km passing Tea Tree Trail to
the left, crossing Teatree Creek and coming to a
crossroad junction. Here we turned right on to
Middle Trail, then left onto Little Bald Hill Trail
then left again on Little Bald Hill Trail down to
Daveys Creek for lunch.

After lunch, we travelled 7.5km to the Park
Entrance by driving up what has been claimed as
the “steepest fire trail in NSW” turning left at the
first intersection then left again onto Brass Walls
Road, crossing Bobs Creek, veering right at the
next intersection, crossing Bobs Creek again and
then stopping at the park entrance for some
photos.
From here we followed Brass Walls Rd then Felled
Timber Road to the bitumen at Abercrombie
Road. We aired up, said our goodbyes and began
our individual trips home.
The trip was a very pleasant leisurely trip that
was well led. Thank you for running this trip
Doug.
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3 Days in Abercrombie
GPX files for this trip can be downloaded from the AWDC trip calendar. Go to this event, scroll to bottom.
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Ulladulla Whales
to Bendethera
24 to 26 June 2022

- Mark Sieler (Ford Ranger) Leader & Author;
- Andrew Allan (LC 200) Post script;
- Mandi Aspin (Ford Ranger);
- John Hirt (GU Patrol);
- Bob Robinson (Toyota Fortuner);
- David Shreeve (LC 200).
The party met at Hayden’s Pies in Ulladulla.
Disclaimer: I am not sponsored by Hayden’s
Pies however if you are in Ulladulla this place is
a must.

After a couple of river crossings, we arrived
mid-afternoon to set up camp before quickly
lighting the fire prior to the onset of the cold.
Night number one was chilly but not as cold as
anticipated on account of the overcast skies.

Unfortunately, the intended vantage point for
spotting whales was closed so we ventured to
another spot. After a solid three minutes
scanning the ocean, there was no sign of any
whales. Even if we were to stay there for an
entire ten minutes, we had our doubts there
was going to be any whale action. It was a nice
view nonetheless but we decided to head
south for Bendethera.
We hit Moruya before entering Deua National
Park via Wamban Road - Little Sugarloaf Road Bendethera Fire Trail. We aired down on Little
Sugarloaf Road before gauging Low Range
4WD and commencing the descent into the
valley. Many of the attendees had not visited
the area before and were overcome with the
regions beauty.
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Ulladulla Whales to Bendethera
On day two, we had hoped to visit Tuross Falls
and after breakfast we headed for our
intended destination. Just as the 4WD action
was starting to become a little more technical,
ascending via William Dampier Firetrail, the
day trip came to an abrupt end with vehicle
failure on the part of Andrew Allan.
He had sustained damage to the radiator fan
and radiator from an earlier impact and as we
were heading up the firetrail his car started
billowing steam. He could not continue.
I drove Andrew in my vehicle to an area where
he could obtain mobile phone coverage to call
Club 4x4 to facilitate a vehicle recovery. The
remaining party, led by engineer and firetrail
mechanic David Shreeve set to work on
Andrew’s vehicle. David inspected the vehicle
and concluded that Andrew’s vehicle had
radiator and engine fan damage.
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Ulladulla Whales to Bendethera
It would be at least a hour on the crest of a
steep firetail before any salvage could occur.
Andrew was understandably anxious. Using
bush mechanic skills, David was able to get the
vehicle operational however a tow out of the
valley was required and Andrew became
marooned in Batemans Bay for the next few
days. (See postscript from Andrew at the end
of this report.)
We lamented the departure of Andrew around
the campfire that night. Night two was very
cold, with a temperature of minus 5 degrees
overnight.
On day three, we awoke to a valley of ice with
a heavy frost. Packing of our equipment was
intermittent, with many trips back to the camp
fire to thaw out.
John and Mandi exited via the same route as
we had entered the valley. Mark, Bob and
David exited back up William Dampier Firetail
and then Minuma Firetrail. Minuma Firetrail
had plenty of challenging sections, including
one part that was very muddy and boggy. After
three hours or so, we hit the bitumen again at
Krawaree Road. After another pie stop, this
time at Braidwood, we were all homeward
bound.
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Ulladulla Whales to Bendethera
And a few words from Andrew…
I thought I’d add a quick post script to
thank my fellow AWDC members, all of
whom played a significant role in getting
me out of a sticky situation. Mark drove
me to the top of the firetrail to get phone
signal, relaying key information while
formulating a plan with the group who had
remained with my car.
David was our chief engineer who
diagnosed the damage and got the car
mobile again (ably supported by the rest of
the group) when it seemed an almost
impossible situation. Bob and Di helped
work on the exit plan and maintained radio
communications throughout the recovery.
Once we got the car back to camp, Mandi
kindly drove back to the first (deepest)
river crossing on the way into Bendethera,
making radio checks along the way, to
ensure that the tow truck would be able to
reach us on the UHF should they be unable
to cross the water.

John, who had planned on stopping
over in Batemans Bay on the way
home, very kindly offered me a ride
home on the Monday when it seemed
I might need to leave the Cruiser with
the local Toyota service centre. And
every member of the group followed
up to check on how I was doing over
the following days.
You never know where/when you’ll be
unlucky
enough
to
sustain
vehicle/engine damage but it’s a
hallmark of a great club with amazing
members when apparent disaster
results in a safe and relatively simple
return home. Thanks again to
everyone, and hopefully see you on a
re-run of the trip later in the year, as I
know how meticulously Mark had
planned this one! Who knows, we
might even spot a whale or two!
Thank you all,
Andrew
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Xmas Party Exploratory

Nearly Christmas, 2010 (From the archives)

Participants
- Steve Cox (driver) Nissan;
- Kevin Bauer (passenger);
- Stuart Millburn (driver & author) Nissan;
- Kim Millburn (passenger).
[SC] “Hey Stu, my trip next year is nearly ready to go
but a few tracks are yet to be investigated.”
[SM] “How far from camp are they?”

[SC] “I am going lower because it’s pretty rocky, but I
am at 65 psi at the moment.“
[SM] “This track is pretty overgrown and a bit
scratchy, not the best for new cars . At least there will
be no leeches at the end like the last scratchy track
that we did.“

[SC] “20 minutes”

[SC] “Yeah that was a good track. It gets a bit rocky
up here so take it easy.”

[SM] “Well its bloody hot just sitting here and I have
already been down to the river. As long as we are
back by 4-ish, then let’s go and have a look. Does
Katy want to come?”

[SM] “Let’s get out and have a look … Sheet! This
looks like a track for Nissans. Lucky we don’t have
any of those Tojos with us.“

[SC] “Nah, I think she is doing her nails, you know
what it’s like after they get the ring on the finger!”

[SM] “Which rock??? There are hundreds of them!”

[KB] “Left, Left, Right, … watch the rock!”

[SM] “Kev, I know you drive one of those Tojos, not a
Land Crusher but its baby bro, do you want to come
along as a passenger in a real Nissan?“

[KB] “Left, Right, no the other right, you Nissan
driver!“

[KB] “I do too have a real car, but I have already set
up camp, with Toni not keen on decamping. I will see
what all this fuss is about Nissans and come with
Steve.“

[KB] “Down you come Steve.“

Well off we travelled, via Nowra and towards Yalwal.

[SM] “Where does this track go to?“

[SC] “How’s the dust back there?”

[SC] “Not sure but it keeps going. It’s a bit more
scratchy though so I will send KB ahead and see if its
worth continuing.”

[SM] “Cough, cough, no wonder I like leading trips.”
[SC] “The turnoff is just up here past where the
murder occurred last year and we will stop to air
down.”
[SM] “Will 30 psi be ok?”

KER THUMP! (It’s a Nissan.)
[KB] “Watch that rock!“
[SC] “All down safely.”

[KB] “It’s all ok, but what’s the time?“
[SM] “3:30pm, so if we want to be back at 4-ish and
not get the wrath of everyone I suggest we turn
around.”
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Xmas Party Exploratory, 2010
[SM] “Yeah I agree. Let’s back up this track …
because there is nowhere to turn around! Kim,
can you direct me?”
[KM] “Left, Left, …
[SM] “I can’t see you. I still can’t see you …”
BANG!
[KM] “You need to go forward, then back to the
left and then veer right to get around the rock you
numbskull.”
[SM] “Yes dear, the instructions are all very clear!!!
The left hand has the ring on it, not the other left
hand which is commonly known as the right.”
[KM] “Do you want my help or not??”
[SM] “YES Dear!! How are you going Steve?”
[SC] “Not bad, but I just hit a big rock that I didn’t
see, when reversing.”
[SM] “I know what you mean.”

As this trip report is getting a bit long and I am
tired of typing, the bit about what we heard on
the radio on the way back can be explained by
KB. Suffice to say it sounded like “Swift Freddie”
and his team were removing a canoe and lots of
camping gear from a campsite that had no
inhabitants!
We all arrived back at camp at 4-ish in time to
assist with Xmas Party happy hour. Steve still
needs to find out if the track really does have an
end, so if that does not occur before the trip
proper, then the hill will need to be conquered
again.
It was a great couple of hours spent to fill in the
day with the track requiring a bit of thinking to
get up and down. In all seriousness the Tojos
would have made it down the hill and some
would have made it to the top (probably with a
strap to the rear of a Nissan!)
Go the NISSANS !!

[SM] “Steve, take it easy coming up. I am nearly to
the top and just need to get over this small rock.”
CRUNCH!
[KM] “The other left I said!!”
[SM] “Steve, where is that Navi of yours? I think I
need to do some track work to get over this rock
as I have dragged it back a bit.”
[KB] “I am on my way.”
A few crunches and the mighty Nissan was over
the rocks. Steve was then to follow.
[SM] “More right foot Steve.”
[KB] “That’s better and gets you over the rocks at
the bottom. No way you will get over the big
rock.”
[SM] “I’ll drag the rock out of the way.“
See photo.
[SM] “Go Steve, Go … … Stop! Stop!!!“
BANG!! into the rock that had been dragged up
the track.
[SC] “Lucky it’s a Nissan. More war stories to tell
the grandkids.”
[SM] “Let’s cut and run to get back to camp by
4:59-ish!”
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Last month’s location: Royal Mail Hotel,
Hungerford, QLD

-34.66533, 143.51425
///bagger.bathroom.surgically
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DRIVER OF THE MONTH
Name: Graeme Hills
Reason: Tree collided with rear of vehicle
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MEMBER’S PROFILE
Graeme Hills
Our club often awards prizes for various raffles, competitions and events.
There are many winners each year and part of the tradition of our club is
that the winners, in return, share a short profile for our magazine.
The winner of the Driver of the Month for June 2022, announced at the June club meeting was Graeme
Hills who provided this profile and top photograph on the next page. Bottom three photos were snapped
by Ricky Morales at driver training in May 2022.
My Current Vehicle

Ford Ranger FX4 MAX. 2021.25. 2 litre BiTurbo - “Ted”

I have owned it since

30 June 2021

We have travelled together

The car has only 8,000ks on the clock. It spent most of its early life
travelling from one outfitter to another having its mods done, during
Covid.

My current tyres are

Maxxis Razr AT811. 285/70r17. 60% on road / 40% off road.

My favourite external modification
or accessory is

So many, if I'm picking only one, I guess it would be the 300mm
wheelbase extension which allows us to have a long enough tray to
accommodate our Active Camper Vantage 2.4 slide on camper “Bill”

My favourite internal modification
or accessory is

The Baintec slimline 110Ah Lithium battery and 12v/solar system,
which fits neatly behind our back seat.

What I would change if I could

If we could have, we would have loved to have waited for the new
V6 Ranger, but that is probably another year off, given supply delays.
So, I would change the motor to the new V6 along with the
drivetrain of course.

My previously owned vehicles

2010 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited, with 209,000km on the clock.

My dream 4WD would be

Hmmm, either a chopped 300 series Land Cruiser (tray back ute) or
an Iveco Daily Earthcruiser!

The club trip I have most enjoyed is

The November 2017 6 day Vic High Country trip, base camping at
Talbotville. A great spot to base camp and head off to do a number
of the VHC iconic 4x4 tracks. Good swimming in summer, camp oven
cooking and as always great people. The Deddick Springs, and Tom
Groggin trips were also great.

The 4WD trip I’d most like to do
next year is

South Australia - Both Kangaroo Island (not so 4WD) and The
Flinders Ranges. I've been there a couple of times on the way to
somewhere else, but will look forward to doing the Flinders in more
depth. I love Arkaroola and the Parachilna Gorge Rd from Blinman to
Parachilna.
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MEMBER’S PROFILE
Peter Graham
Our club often awards prizes for various raffles, competitions and events.
There are many winners each year and part of the tradition of our club is
that the winners, in return, share a short profile for our magazine.
The winner of the Raffle Prize at the May Club Meeting was Peter Graham who provided this profile and
photographs.
My Current Vehicle

Toyota Prado 150.

I have owned it since

Purchased new in 2013.

We have travelled together

A total of 185,000 kms. This includes 20,000km over three months
to WA and NT including the Oodnadatta Track, Mereenie Loop,
Gibb River Road and up to the top of the Dampier Peninsula via the
Cape Leveque road. Also includes 8,000km over 6 weeks to Cape
York completing the OTT, Frenchmans (minus the Pascoe) and the
CREB track.

My current tyres are

BFG KO2 275/65R18.

My favourite external modification
or accessory is

This would have to be my bash plates and sliders that have seen
their fair share of use.

My favourite internal modification
or accessory is

I installed a Kaon Rear Door Drop Down Table for the Cape York trip
and it is super useful.

What I would change if I could

As I only have a small space for my auxiliary battery I would like to
change it to a lithium setup. I'd also like to mount a compressor in
the engine compartment too.

My previously owned vehicles

This is my first 4WD vehicle.

My dream 4WD would be

I am pretty happy with the Prado - it has gone everywhere I've
asked of it (although I did need a bit of help through Nolans).

The club trip I have most enjoyed is Given that I only completed my driver training at the end of June
this year, I would have to say my driver training is my most
enjoyable trip. :)
The 4WD trip I’d most like to do
next year is

I have been wanting to get to the Vic High Country. Having only
been as far as Davies Plain Hut, I am keen to explore further into
the high country.
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SAFETY CORNER
First Aid Kit - suitability and re-provisioning
We all carry first aid kits on all our trips. Today is a great day to review the kit contents including:
●

●
●
●
●

●
●

Is your current kit suitable and comprehensive enough for your needs, remembering that
we may need to provide first aid in a remote location. If you bought your kit some time ago
there may be better options now available. Do you know how to use the items?
Does your kit include, or do you have a separate SNAKE BITE KIT which
supports the Pressure Immobilisation Technique. Do you know how to use it?
Are there any items that you have used and forgotten to replace?
Pop down to your local pharmacy!
Are any items passed their use by date? Replace them!
Review any items that you need to add for your
personal requirements. For example medications you
might use to treat acute or ongoing conditions.
There are many types of good quality first aid kits
available today including from our sponsor ARB.
We strongly recommend first aid training. Search our trip
calendar or contact a provider.
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HANDY REFERENCES
Vehicle Recovery - When you get “stuck”
When we go off road, we often encounter situations where we might
become unable to proceed, a.k.a. “Stuck”. What you do NEXT is the
important thing, with the critical factor being the SAFETY of everyone.
Here are some suggestions as to how to avoid, and how to deal with getting stuck.
●

●

●

Understand your vehicle.
Learn everything about your vehicle: how it is set up and all the driving modes and controls. e.g.
traction controls, diff locks, active suspension, clearances, High/Low range, centre diff lock etc.
Every vehicle is different so do your homework by reading your car manual and other references.
What your car can do will determine how you recover.
Take the right equipment.
Review your equipment for the trip you are doing, and … know how to use all of the kit. Always
take a basic recovery kit, then add the recovery boards, snow chains, special jacks, winch
equipment, snatch blocks and so on to suit each trip. Consider suitable communication options.
Stop and think BEFORE you enter any situation.
What is the risk? Are you confident? Is there an alternate choice to take? You have responsibility
for your actions so make sure you are clear about what and why.

If you do get “stuck”
●
●
●
●

STOP and THINK. Don’t panic. Don’t dig deeper or make matters worse.
Call on the radio to let others in the group know. Often they can advise or assist.
Consider any SAFETY issues to you, your passengers, your vehicle, others. Are there any special
DANGERS: slipping vehicle, unstable ground, incoming tide, fast or deep water etc.?
During any recovery action ENSURE that all bystanders are at a SAFE distance.

Take advice if appropriate. Then decide what you will do. Start with the “least risky” option. Here are
some suggestions to consider in order of lower risk to higher risk.
●

Can you reverse out of the situation?

●

Can you use a different gear? High or Low range?

●

Can you engage vehicle traction aids such as diff lock(s), off road modes etc.

●

Can you steer an alternate line with less resistance to your movement?

●

Would reducing tyre pressures enable you to move?

●

Can you remove impeding sand, rocks, sticks or stones? Dig them out with shovel?

●

Can you use recovery boards to gain traction or bridge a gap? e.g. Maxtrax.

●

Can you build a better track by moving rocks or logs. Include “jack and pack” options.

●

Can you winch out, or be winched by another driver? Consider side winching options?

●

Can you get a gentle tow from a helper vehicle? Gentle is safer!

●

Do you need to be “snatched” out with an elastic snatch strap? High energy option!

●

If all else fails, do you need to call for outside recovery assistance? Do you keep a list of numbers
handy? Are you in mobile phone range? Do you need a satphone?
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CAMPFIRES & FIREWOOD
The good, the bad and the options.
Everybody loves a campfire, which is why they
are a highlight on many AWDC trips. They are
terrific to sit around to share stories, to cook, to
stay warm or simply to watch the “Bush TV”. As
seemingly simple as they are, we need to use
and manage them appropriately.
AWDC CODE OF CONDUCT
Our Code of Conduct contains four points which
are directly relevant to campfires:
●
●
●

●

Respect our flora and fauna. Stop and look,
but never disturb.
Keep the environment clean. Carry out all
your own rubbish.
Adopt minimal impact camping practices.
Always leave a campsite in the same, or
better condition.
Obey all fire restrictions. Completely
extinguish campfires before leaving camp.
Respect firewood collection restrictions.

Let’s briefly look into these.
FAUNA
We see firewood as a resource to use, but to
native animals firewood is their refuge. Many
animals live under or inside dead wood,
especially wood that is hollow, whether standing
or lying.

To respect fauna we need to leave their habitat
as intact as possible, therefore we should not
collect wood that is hollowed out, or wood that
provides shelter to fauna, such as large logs.
Only timber on the ground should be collected.
When we collect firewood the best practice is to
collect as little as necessary and to gather
smaller timber rather than large logs.
RUBBISH
We carry out all our rubbish and don’t burn
glass, metal, plastic, foil or fabric. You may notice
AWDC members picking up and carrying out
rubbish that was left at campsites before we
arrived. If a campsite is clean, then future users
are less likely to leave a mess.
MINIMAL IMPACT
In most established campsites, management
authorities such as National Parks, Forestry or
Councils provide steel or concrete fireplaces,
which we are required to use.
At campsites with no formal fireplaces, but
which have informal fireplaces (usually rings of
rocks) then we use these existing places.
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Campfires & Firewood
If there is no fireplace at all then, when we are
leaving, the camp should be left as we found it.
CONSERVE A SCARCE RESOURCE
Firewood is scarce in many areas. You may have
seen the signs, “Collect firewood now”, when
heading towards popular destinations, and
frequently there is no firewood within walking
distance of camp. Due to pressures of overuse,
and wood scarcity, there is often damage to
standing dead or green trees near camps.
If you are in an area where wood collection is
allowed, you might need to drive some distance
from a popular campsite to find firewood. When
collecting consider how much wood you need and
what size fire you require. For instance, are you
planning to cook on the fire and how many
people are in the group? It is inappropriate to
build large blazes when much more modest fires
will do the same job and use much less wood.
Collect less rather than more, and don’t burn it
because it was just collected. It is Ok to leave
firewood unused.

Chainsaw use is often banned in National Parks
and Reserves. In some of these areas just carrying
chainsaws, without using, them can lead to
confiscation and attract penalties. Check the
rules.
FIRE SAFETY
Fires are the most common cause of camping
injuries. Children must be supervised and closed
shoes should always be worn by everyone.
Wayward sparks will melt through synthetic
fabrics or plastic items and drying your boots in
front of the fire could ruin them.

FIRE RESTRICTIONS
Fire regulations are legally enforceable on every
person in an area so we need to be up to date.
The most obvious restriction is a Total Fire Ban, so
we need to understand what this means. There
could also be Park Fire Bans which apply to
specific areas over extended times. Also some
National Parks have a permanent prohibition on
lighting fires, including the National Parks in
Central Australia.
Even if there is not a Total Fire Ban, the weather
conditions may mean it is not appropriate for us
to light a campfire. Regulations may specify the
clear distance around a fire, and may also prohibit
fires to be built under any roof or structure.
FIREWOOD AND CHAINSAW RESTRICTIONS
Even where campfires are allowed, the collection
of firewood may be prohibited, so in these places
we need to carry in our firewood. This applies in
many National Parks.
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Campfires & Firewood
PUT THE FIRE OUT
The only sure way to extinguish a campfire is with
water, or a fire extinguisher – don’t rely on time,
sand, or dirt. If water is not available then either
don’t light a fire, or stop stoking the fire a very
long time before you need to leave it.
Never leave a fire unattended and extinguish it
properly at the end of each evening, as well as
before we actually leave camp. Don’t just expect
the fire to “go out” because campfires hold an
immense amount of heat.
There are many instances of campfires causing
tragic bushfires when the wind picks up during
the night, or after campers have left. No one
wants to cause a tragic fire, such as the recent fire
on K’gari (Fraser Island) that burned for weeks
after a camper thought he had put out his fire
with sand.
PORTABLE FIRE PITS
Some places haven’t banned fires outright
now require fires to only be lit in portable
pits, off the ground. Due to these changes
many other benefits, portable fire pits
becoming very popular for travelling.

but
fire
and
are

Fire pits are easy to cook on, encourage smaller
fires, burn more efficiently (saving weight
because less wood needs to be gathered or
carried), can use heat beads, do not leave a fire
scar, can be moved about, burn down to small
fine ash and are much easier to extinguish. On the
flip side there is a cost to purchase them, they
take up space and weight, they can only fit
smaller pieces of wood, they may not produce
enough coals for camp oven cooking, and the
number of people that can sit around a smaller
fire is limited.
Take care when disposing of fire pit ashes. After
completely extinguishing them, they can be
carried out with the rubbish, or left in a suitable
location where they will not be an eyesore and
will not wash into waterways.

HEALTH IMPACTS
Unfortunately, research indicates that wood
smoke can be harmful to us. Not only are we
inhaling toxic fine particles (<2.5 microns), but
also a raft of toxic chemicals that could cause
serious long-term problems. The impacts over
time may be significant, and of particular concern
to anyone who already has chronic lung or heart
issues. Never burn treated wood, painted/coated
wood or any plastics which all release additional
harmful toxins.
MORE READING
Total fire ban rules - RFS
Campfires: the bad, the ugly… and the good.
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FOOD FOR THE TRACK
Kirsten Sommerville
I often watch All 4 Adventure TV - Bush Cooking. I saw this damper
and thought how good it was, so I am sharing this with you too, with a
few of my own additions.
Here’s a link if you want to watch Jase cook Bacon and Egg Damper

DAMPER INGREDIENTS
●
●
●
●
●
●

Self Raising flour “about that much”
(3 cups)
2 eggs
1 packet French Onion soup
Bacon - “about that much” (looked
like 4 or 5 rashers, chopped finely)
Spring Onion (chopped fine)
Milk to the right consistency.

Mix but don’t over mix. Shape and put in
camp oven on top of a trivet (make sure it is
well covered in flour). Shovel coals on top.

OPTIONAL SURPRISE INGREDIENTS
●
●
●

1 container of sour cream
Cheese, grated.
A handful of frozen spinach (Make
sure you squeeze out the moisture )

Mix all ingredients.
Cut out top of damper like you would if you
were making a Cobb dip. Fill hole with the
surprise.
Enjoy!

Cook until done. About 40 minutes

Sharing Great Food Ideas for Travelling
We are keen to publish your favourite food for camping and travelling. You might cook something before
you leave, or cook it at camp. You might pre-prepare some items. Maybe some clever tips for making food
easier and more nutritious on the road. Send in your ideas to Kirsten Sommerville: kirsten@gpsoz.com.au
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THE CLUB SHOP

www.awdc.com.au/shop
Managed by Warwick Britton
Order online or contact the purchasing officer - shop@awdc.com.au
We will bring your item to the next meeting.

BUY
NOW

4WD DRIVING SKILLS by Vic Widman
●

This book is used for our current Driver Training Course. Buy your own copy at a discount.

WOODSLANE PUBLICATIONS
Titles shown below are at least 20% below retail prices. Follow links to see our prices.
The Club holds a sample copy of each title and a few of the “Trek” books but we will order them in as soon
as you need them, and they deliver quickly. Click each title to see more information from the Woodslane
web site. Email our shop if you want to know more shop@awdc.com.au
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

4WD Glovebox Guide by Robert Pepper, Essential driving skills and recovery techniques.
4WD Treks Close to Sydney. by Lewis & Savage. 25 Best Tours Around the Sydney Region.
4WD Treks of the High Country. by Lewis & Savage. 26 Best Tours across the Australian Alps.
4WD Treks Close to Melbourne. by Pepper & Pepper. 20 Best Tours around the Melbourne Region.
4WD Treks Close to Brisbane. by Lancaster. 25 Best Tours around the Brisbane Region.
Caravan & Camper Cookbook. by Proctor. Over 100 delicious recipes. Simple and good eating.
Australia Free 4. by Koch. UPDATED. Thousands of free things to do, to see, rest areas and camps.
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THE CLUB SHOP

www.awdc.com.au/shop
Managed by Warwick Britton

BUY
NOW

Order online or contact the purchasing officer - shop@awdc.com.au
We will bring your item to the next meeting.

CLOTHING, RFI and MISCELLANEOUS

1

2

4

3

8

5

6

7

1 AWDC Polo Shirt. Men’s XS-5XL or Women’s 8-18. $40

10

9

2 AWDC Polar Fleece Jumper. Half/Full Zip. Long sleeve. Unisex. 2XS-5XL. $50
3 AWDC Polar Fleece Vest Men’s. 2XS-5XL. $40
4 Women’s fitted bonded fleece. 8-16. $46
5 AWDC Waterproof Rain Jacket with Hood. S - 3XL. $70
6 AWDC Chambray Shirts. Men’s Long or Short Sleeve. XS-6XL. $50
7 AWDC Chambray Shirts. Women’s Short Sleeve. 6-24. $50
8 AWDC Bucket Hat, Cap or Beanie. $20 each
9 AWDC Logo Car Sticker. $1.00
10 RFI UHF Antenna pack, black, 5dBi + tiny whip. $202 Click here
11 RFI CEL-Fi GO Mobile Smart Signal Repeater. $799 Limited Stock!
12 AWDC Key Ring (Flexible plastic tag). $1.00

11
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12

EVENT NEWS - CLASSIC CAR SHOW
Lions Club of Berowra

This event is raising funds for the local RFS who will display their 1942 Blitz Fire Tanker “Puff The
Tragic Wagon”. There is space for 47 vehicles, so if you or your mates have Classic Cars or highly
modified 4WDs and would like to participate here is a link to the registration form which you can use
until 25 July. For more information contact Bruce Andrews (AWDC member) on 0418610815 or
18bjandrews@gmail.com.
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EVENT NEWS - 2022 Drover’s Run - 5 to 21 August
This is the event which John and Rebecca Rinaldo
did in 2019 and reported on at the recent June
club meeting. This charity event requires a
sponsorship of $2,500 in addition to the $250
event fee and $600 crew fee. Consider
supporting this charity (Westpac Rescue
Helicopter) even if you don’t want to take part in
the event. All details here.

2022 Drover’s Run 4WD Adventure Itinerary
5,500 km over 16 days, some truly spectacular scenery, and great people: when the 2022
Drover’s Run 4WD Outback Adventure draws to a close we will have raised a substantial
amount of money for the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service allowing us to continue to save
lives responding 24-7 when needed.
5th August, Friday
Pre event get-together at the Copi Hollow
Caravan Park, Menindee NSW from 5.00pm
6th August, Saturday
Breakfast and briefing before departing for
Jamestown SA
7th August, Sunday
Jamestown to Kingoonya
8th August, Monday
Kingoonya to Coober Pedy
9th August, Tuesday
Coober Pedy to Mt Dare
10-11th August, Wednesday and Thursday
Mt Dare to Ayers Rock Resort
12th August, Friday
Ayers Rock Resort to Kings Canyon Resort

13-14th August, Saturday and Sunday
Kings Canyon Resort to Alice Springs
15th August, Monday
Alice Springs to Gemtree
16th August, Tuesday
Gemtree to Tobermorey Station
17th August, Wednesday
Tobermorey Station to Boulia
18th August, Thursday
Boulia to Windorah
19th August, Friday
Windorah to Cunnamulla
20th August, Saturday
Cunnamulla to Burren Junction
21st August, Sunday
Burren Junction to Tamworth
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Drive4Life Charity Event
Brian Sommerville

Here’s a chance to experience some of the best areas of Australia’s outback while supporting
your favourite charity.
Drive4Life is one of the organisations that the AWDC has supported over the years. This year’s
event is in the “Corner Country” with a slight pub tour influence. The planned itinerary
includes travelling along the Birdsville Track, visiting Birdsville and Big Red, the Dig Tree,
Tibooburra and finishing in the famous art town of Silverton.
Leaving Broken Hill on the 12 Sept, you’ll join other like minded 4WDers trying to get away
from it all. Bring your camper trailer, swag or tent and enjoy the next 8 days of laughter and
memorable times.
More details can be found at https://drive4life.com.au/tour-information/
See you there
Brian & Kirsten
P.S. There might be time to fit in a visit to Menindee Lakes on the way home
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CAN YOU LEAD A TRIP FOR THE AWDC?
We have over 300 members in our club who
own widely different vehicles and are
interested in different types of trips. As our
club grows, so too we need to grow the
number of trips and number of trip leaders.
Trips can be easy short tours to visit
interesting landscapes, cultural or historical
areas. They can be longer, rougher, remote
trips right across Australia that require higher
levels of preparation and commitment. Some
members are interested in trips which
challenge their four wheel drive ability, and
others just like the camaraderie built up in
the bush. No matter your interest, the club
aims to run enough trips of different types so
that YOU can easily find and book into trips
that suit YOU.
The BEST way to ensure that you have a trip
that suits you: location, timing, distance,
difficulty and interest is to lead it yourself,
and then invite other members along. All
Members are encouraged to lead AWDC
trips. If you haven’t lead a trip before then
don’t be daunted by the challenges, as we
will support you to do it. Please contact Katy
our friendly Trip Co-ordinator for suggestions
and advice as to how you might get started
to lead a trip. Check our web page.

If there is an opportunity (not a remote location)
then we suggest you do a “recce” trip with a
friend or join another leader on a similar trip to
ensure you know about the area and its
conditions.
If you lead a trip to an area that you are not fully
familiar with, then note it as an Exploratory Trip
(X) so all the participants are aware of this.
Obtain appropriate detailed mapping and plan
the roads and tracks you will follow. Ask others or
look up trips in various places on the internet. Be
aware of road surfaces, conditions, distances,
speed, and travel times. Learn of any restrictions
on trailers/towing, firewood, chainsaws, road
closures, track fees or locked gates.
Take into account the location and size of
campsites and whether pre-bookings are
required. Also research alternate routes and
camps in case you need to change plans as you
travel.
Before departing on the trip check again for any
changes in road conditions, camps and road
closures from the local authorities, such as local
National Parks or the local shire.

If you are willing to lead a trip

Procedure for leading a trip

Decide on the type of trip that interests you
and the area you wish to visit. Choose the
dates you are available mindful of season,
holiday schedules, booking delays, road
closures and so on. If you can, try to choose
dates that don’t clash with similar trips on
the AWDC Trip Calendar.

After planning is done each trip leader sends a
completed Trip Notice form (download from here
(pdf) or here (word) to the Trip Co-ordinator
(trips@awdc.com.au), with proposed trip details:
dates, locations, meeting place and time, trip
grading (see web), number of vehicles allowed
and any other special requirements such as, mud
tyres, winch, extra fuel, no trailers, no pets etc.

Knowledge of the area you intend to visit is
important either through direct experience
(preferable) or through your best research.

For further information we suggest you download
our more detailed Trip Leader Guidelines
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PRESENTING A VERBAL TRIP REPORT
There is a VERBAL TRIP REPORT from every trip - presented to a Club
meeting soon after each trip. You get a chance to share the great time you
had AND the lessons that were learnt! Consider presenting as a way to
contribute back to the Club.
●

●

●

●

●

Being selected
○

the Trip Leader will nominate the Verbal Report Presenter at the first briefing session of the
trip. This allows them to start recording trip details. If no-one volunteers, then the last
member to turn up at the start point may be nominated.

○

if the Trip Leader forgets to nominate someone, don’t hesitate to prompt them.

As you travel
○

take notes as you go with your phone, tablet or even use a pencil.

○

pictures make the story! Snap lots of photos along the way … capture all the delightful and
interesting scenes. Try to capture any events, dramas or mishaps as well.

Make up your slide presentation
○

Ask other members to share their photos with you. Note the photo subjects, locations and
name of the photographer.

○

Use pictures rather than words, but not too many. Cull out the poor ones. Crop out irrelevant
detail. Your presentation should be timed for about 5 minutes.

○

If you have a movie, then edit the highlights down to 2 or 3 minutes in total.

○

Include trip dates, list all participants including passengers and children. List the vehicles
present and show a photo of each vehicle if possible.

○

If you present text information in a slide make sure it is in large print, high contrast and legible
from a distance away from the screen.

○

Make up speakers notes to remind you of the points you wish to make on each slide.

○

Save your completed presentation as a Powerpoint File/Show, a PDF, a movie image or a
folder of photos onto an empty USB stick. (Check it doesn’t have any viruses on it!)

○

Test your presentation, on different device if you can, and be careful about picture orientation
and the order that pictures play.

Presenting
○

Present to a meeting as soon a practicable after returning from the trip, but presentations
may not be programmed at every meeting. Contact the Trips Coordinator or the Secretary if
you are ready to present.

○

Before the start of the meeting give your USB stick to the Secretary or President who will
arrange for it to be plugged into the Club Belrose computer server (in the back room).

○

The presentation will appear on all the TV screens around the meeting room and will be
controlled by the Club Belrose touchscreen Android Tablet remotely via their network.

If you have any questions contact the Secretary.
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SUBMITTING A WRITTEN TRIP REPORT
There is a WRITTEN TRIP REPORT from every trip – published in this
magazine. This gives a permanent record of the trips, for reading now and
future reference. Writing a report is an important part of club membership.
●

How do you become an author?
○

●

●

●

●

●

The author should be nominated by the Trip Leader at the first briefing session of the trip. This
allows them to start recording trip details. Often the last member to turn up at the start point is
nominated! Prompt the leader if they forget to choose someone at the start.

What do I do during the trip?
○

As you travel take notes as you go. What roads/tracks did you take. Track or weather conditions.
Note any incidents or stories.

○

Pictures make the story! Snap lots of photos along the way … capture all the delightful and
interesting scenes. Try to capture any events or mishaps as well.

○

Take at least one photo of all the vehicles together, and another showing all the participants.

○

Good close-up front and rear 4WD photos are needed for front and back magazine covers.

What should be in the report?
○

The report should tell the story of the trip, but also give enough route information to allow a
future leader to know where to go and what they will find.

○

Your report could be a diary, a narrative or even a poem. Maybe a photo essay with captions?

○

Include trip dates, all participants names, including passengers and list the vehicles present.

○

Include LOTS of photos. Ask others to share photos. Note photo locations and photographer.

○

Don’t worry about format or layout, as that will all be done later.

How do I submit the report? In two parts.
○

Part 1. Email the words in the email body, a text file or a Word document or anything that we can
copy and paste from.

○

Part 2. Email the photos as separate images. Direct from your camera is best to keep the quality
high. Due to file size you may only be able to attach 2 or 3 photos to each email. If you wish, you
can put a caption against each photo. Please note who the photographer is.

How do I transfer photos without using email?
○

To share photos without using email, upload them to a cloud service and share a link to the
editor. e.g. Google Drive, Google Photos, Microsoft OneDrive, DropBox or similar services.

○

If you don’t have access to your own cloud service try https://wetransfer.com/. You can upload a
folder containing document and images and the tool will email a retrieval link to us.

How do we publish?
○

We use the Google Slides to compile the magazine. You can create your report using Google
Slides & share it with us. Or use Microsoft PowerPoint and send us those slides.

○

We are happy to receive and publish in the magazine any articles of interest, poems, essays,
photos or Letters to the Editor, as well as trip reports.

Send to editor@awdc.com.au by the end of each month. See also https://awdc.com.au/writetriprpt
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Bump and slide down to the next meeting.
July Meeting. Tue 12 Jul 7:30pm@Club Belrose
August Meeting. Tue 9 Aug 7:30pm@Club Belrose
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